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Sony Masterworks Celebrates the Leonard Bernstein Centennial  
with Three Deluxe Box Sets 

 
Bernstein: The Composer  

25 CDs in LP-sized Special Edition with Book 
Featuring the original “Bernstein conducts Bernstein” Recordings for Columbia Masterworks 

Available Now 
 

Bernstein Conducts Mahler: The Vinyl Edition 
15 LPs on 180g Audiophile Vinyl 

Available Now 
 

Leonard Bernstein: The Remastered Edition 
100 CDs of his Classic American Columbia Recordings Remastered 

Release Date: October 27, 2017 
 
Sony Classical releases the most comprehensive recorded collection ever produced of the music of American conductor, 
composer and educator Leonard Bernstein (1918–1990) in anticipation of his 2018 centennial, in three box sets this year. 
 

 
Bernstein: The Composer  
25 CDs in LP-sized Special Edition with Book 
Featuring the original “Bernstein conducts Bernstein” Recordings for 
Columbia Masterworks 
Available Now 
 
This special 25-CD edition includes the famous Bernstein Conducts 
Bernstein Columbia stereo recordings from 1960 to 1974, remastered from the 
original analogue tapes using 24 bit / 192 kHz technology, as well as his great 
theater works, songs, chamber and concert music and a newly compiled 
double CD tiled Bernstein in Jazz, featuring Dave Brubeck, Gary Burton, J. J. 
Johnson, Branford and Ellis Marsalis, Gerry Mulligan, André Previn and 

others. The collection is rounded off with Bernstein on Brass with the Canadian Brass. 
 
The set includes Bernstein’s Symphonic Dances from West Side Story, On the Waterfront Suite, Mass, Chichester 
Psalms, Serenade, On the Town, Trouble in Tahiti, Prelude, Fugue and Riffs and the song cycles La Bonne Cuisine and I 
Hate Music. Writing about these benchmark 1960s and 1970s recordings with the composer conducting his New York 
Philharmonic, The Guardian’s reviewer declared: “There’s a raw ebullience to the performances that is typical 
of Bernstein at his best … They are all historic performances.” All of Bernstein’s Columbia stereo recordings appear on 
eight CDs in this edition, newly mixed and mastered from the original analogue tapes using 24 bit/192 kHz technology. 
 
The new set also offers an impressive selection of Bernstein’s many other works on three CDs: delightful songs, and 
chamber and piano works, including recordings by such artists as soprano Harolyn Blackwell, mezzos Marilyn Horne and 
Frederica von Stade, violinist Joshua Bell, cellist Yo-Yo Ma, clarinetist Sabine Meyer and trumpeter Wynton Marsalis. 
Also included is Leonard Slatkin’s acclaimed 1992 St. Louis recording of Bernstein’s cycle Songfest for six singers and 
orchestra. 
 
Perhaps the most striking feature of this new release is its selection of Leonard Bernstein’s theater works on nine 
CDs. Candide, for example, is represented not once but twice: both by the original Broadway cast recording from 1956 



and by the revised 1973 “Chelsea” version conducted by John Mauceri. Wonderful Town is heard in the 1958 television 
cast recording (starring Rosalind Russell from the 1953 Broadway première). The nearly forgotten Peter Pan is also 
included, in its original Broadway cast recording from 1950 starring Jean Arthur and Boris Karloff, also re-mastered in 
this special edition. 
 
Bernstein’s most famous work of all, West Side Story, is accorded special treatment. There is the gold standard: that 
unsurpassable original Broadway cast album from 1957, starring Carol Lawrence as Maria, Larry Kert as Tony, Chita 
Rivera as Anita and Michael Callan as Riff. West Side Storycompletists will also appreciate the inclusion of the 1961 
movie soundtrack recording, with Marni Nixon (dubbing Natalie Wood’s Maria), Jim Bryant (singing for Richard 
Beymer’s Tony), Rita Moreno’s Oscar-winning Anita and Tucker Smith (dubbing Russ Tamblyn’s Riff). A special 
compilation called The Bernstein Songbook with songs from his theater works rounds up the collection of musicals. 
 
A double album called Bernstein in Jazz features jazz arrangements based on Bernstein’s compositions by the Dave 
Brubeck Quartet, the Aaron Bell Trio, trombonist J.J. Johnson, the Marsalis family, saxophonist Gerry Mulligan, pianist 
Martial Solal, clarinetist Richard Stoltzman (with Woody Herman’s Thundering Herd), André Previn on piano (with 
drummer Shelly Manne and bassist Red Mitchell), vibraphonist Gary Burton, and pianist Eldar Djangirov. 
 

 
Bernstein Conducts Mahler: The Vinyl Edition 
15 LPs on 180g Audiophile Vinyl 
Available Now 
 
Experience Bernstein’s legendary recordings of the complete Mahler 
Symphonies with the New York Philharmonic and the London Symphony 
Orchestra – plus the Kindertotenlieder with Jennie Tourel and Janet Baker – 
on LP, the format these recordings were made for, printed here on 180g 
audiophile vinyl. The set includes facsimiles of the original sleeves and labels, 
the original liner notes and an essay by the famous writer on music Klaus 
Geitel. 
 
Leonard Bernstein became Mahler’s ambassador in the post-war world. He did 
more than just unveil the masterly craftsmanship of Mahler’s music. His 
performances situated Mahler in a full-blown universe of action, thought, 
feeling and music making never previously explored on this scale by a creative 

musician. The discovery was new and staggering. It catapulted Mahler to the pinnacle of worldwide recognition. At the 
same time, Bernstein found, in Mahler’s uniqueness, a secret rapport with his own artistic inclinations, which Mahler’s 
music seemed virtually to foreshadow. He simply had to serve this composer, a man cut from the same cloth as himself. 
 
“Upon reflection, Mahler’s music was one of the most successful revivals of the 20th century. Bernstein was the perfect 
exponent, for his deep affinity for Mahler’s music was obvious to anyone. There can be no doubt that Bernstein 
empathized with Mahler on a profoundly personal level. Both were complicated men, their musical ambitions forever 
conflicted between conducting and composing. Both men were omnivorous intellectuals; both were subject to tremendous 
mood swings that could be all but incapacitating. Most important, though, is the fact that both Bernstein and Mahler 
distilled their joys and sufferings into art, the proof of which may be found in this set.” - Tim Page 
 
 
Leonard Bernstein: The Remastered Edition 
100 CDs of his Classic American Columbia Recordings Remastered 
Release Date: October 27, 2017 
 
Sony Classical’s 100-CD Leonard Bernstein edition will become a new catalogue landmark. This collection is the most 
comprehensive display of the iconic American conductor’s unparalleled dynamism and versatility in one single package. 
It includes his classic American Columbia/CBS and RCA recordings with the New York Philharmonic, Columbia 
Symphony Orchestra, and Vienna Philharmonic. 
 



Many of Bernstein’s most memorable and critically acclaimed interpretations 
are brought together here for the first time, newly remastered from their 
original 2- and 3-track analogue tapes. This has allowed for the creation of a 
natural balance (for example, between the orchestra and solo instruments) that 
brings the quality of these half-century-old recordings, excellent for their 
time, up to the discriminating standards of today’s audiophiles. In addition, 
there has been a meticulous restoration of some earlier masters in which LP 
surface noise was too rigorously eliminated at the expense of the original 
brilliance. In every case, the masters in this new collection represent the best 
ever issued of these peerless recordings by one of the greatest musicians of 
the last century. 
 
Highlights include two complete opera recordings with the Vienna 
Philharmonic: Verdi’s Falstaff (1966) starring Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau and 
Strauss’s Rosenkavalier (1971) with Christa Ludwig, Gwyneth Jones, Lucia 
Popp and Walter Berry. Also included is Bernstein’s incandescent complete 

1966 Haydn Creation from New York, as well as his New York Philharmonic recordings that launched the “Mahler 
Renaissance” in the 1960s, including the 1961 Third Symphony. The set also includes his recordings of Carl Nielsen’s 
music, whose great works Bernstein brought to a wide new public with interpretations like the 1962 New York 
Philharmonic recording of the Fifth Symphony. Bernstein’s Beethoven Fifth from 1961, also included in the set, is still as 
electrifying now as it was then. His talk about the work is also included, one of many treasurable spoken-word 
commentaries in this set. Other highlights include Bernstein’s recording of Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring from January 1958 
– two months after his appointment as the youngest music director in the New York Philharmonic’s history. And, as a 
special bonus, his debut with the Philharmonic, from the radio broadcast of November 11, 1943, when he made music 
history stepping in for Bruno Walter and setting the musical world abuzz. Bernstein the composer is also represented by 
all his ballets, symphonies, concertos, and more. The original Broadway cast recording of Candide from 1956 is included, 
as is the definitive version of his most famous work – the original Broadway cast recording of West Side Story from 1957. 
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Sony Music Masterworks comprises Masterworks, Okeh, Portrait, Sony Classical, RCA Red Seal, and Masterworks 
Broadway imprints. For email updates and information please visit www.SonyMusicMasterworks.com. 


